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Runtime:30 min2013 -    2016 (Ended)
Genres:Comedy
Network:E4
Drifters is a British comedy series which aired on E4. The series premiered on October 31, 2013. 
 
 The comedy is about three young women living in Leeds who've graduated, had a year out, and are now struggling to find a job that doesn't suck, a place to live that is half decent and a boyfriend they actually like. It's a sitcom about making terrible decisions, but having a brilliant time doing it.
 
 The show focuses on Meg, her eccentric cousin Bunny and their friend Laura as they discover that life might just be a bit tougher than they had imagined...
 
 From demeaning Promotions jobs complete with mad outfits to pursuing the men of their dreams - yet dating the men of their nightmares - the girls face '#FML-worthy' disasters in both their work and personal lives.
 
 For the 'Drifter' girls it's time to start asking some serious questions: What do they do now? Who are they going to be? And is it ok to shag someone with a sweat problem if you haven't had sex in twelve months?
 
 It's all about the fear that comes with knowing you should take more responsibility and the excitement that comes with knowing you still don't really have any at all.
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Bunny
Lydia Rose Bewley
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Meg
Jessica Knappett
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Laura
Lauren O'Rourke
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Mark
Philip McGinley
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Kate
Elisabeth Hopper
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Lizzie
Emerald Fennell
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Drifters.
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